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NeXtract is an application that extracts data from plain text reports and converts them into a format that can be directly imported into various general-purpose computer software programs. NeXtract provides three data conversion functions: text-to-totals, text-to-graphs, and text-to-figures. Text-to-totals re-formats a report into a data format that can be imported directly into MS Excel. Text-to-graphs
re-formats a report into a data format that can be imported directly into MS Excel. Text-to-figures re-formats a report into a data format that can be imported directly into MS Excel. NeXtract is easy to use. All you need to do is print your report to a disk file and then extract the data using the NeXtract program. If your report has special formatting such as headers and footers, NeXtract will
automatically strip the formatting. NeXtract can extract data from any type of report that uses plain text. There is no need to create custom programs for data extraction. NeXtract exports a data set that can be imported into MS Excel or MS Access. The extracted data can be moved to a LaserVault directory for archiving and retrieval. NeXtract includes a Free Trial version of the program. This
program will permit you to review and test the features and functionalities of NeXtract. NeXtract includes a software and a hardware bundle. The hardware bundle includes a report server and a portable report server. The report server can be used with either the hardware or software bundle of NeXtract. The software bundle contains the application program that can extract data from reports. The
hardware bundle contains the report server that can be used with NeXtract. NeXtract allows the user to create new data extraction templates using its WYSIWYG template editor. In this manner, the user can use a template to rapidly create new data extraction programs. How to Run NeXtract on a Computer You will need to install NeXtract on a PC that is connected to a network. Then you must install
a report server on the PC. NeXtract's hardware bundle can be used with the report server and the NeXtract software. The hardware bundle includes a report server and a portable report server. NeXtract's software bundle includes the NeXtract application program that can extract data from reports. Operation Downloading and installing the NeXtract software bundle NeXtract's hardware bundle can be
used with the NeXtract software and the report server. The hardware bundle includes a report server and a portable report server. The hardware bundle can be purchased separately or as part of the
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Ideal for the organization with a need to separate critical data from common data, this powerful application lets end users create their own data extraction templates to read data from any of the organization's LaserVault reports. By using one or more templates, end users can extract data from any LaserVault report in almost any format. The software includes templates for Accounting, Human
Resource, Software Installation, Service, and Customer Service reports. With NeXtract Professional, you can: - Convert all of your data from all of your LaserVault reports into new format files (Excel, Microsoft Access, DB, and XML); - Extract data from your Web pages into spreadsheets; - Extract data from PDF and MHT files into spreadsheets; - Exctract data from multiple reports into single
spreadsheets; - Extract data from one report into another; - Extract data from Web sites, FTP servers, networked drives, printers, and other resources; - Export your data to file, and save it in Microsoft Excel, XML, or HTML; - Reverse data extraction; - Export your data to other forms; - Automate data extraction; - Read and write data to and from text, HTML, XML, and CSV files. By using one or
more templates, you can extract data from any LaserVault report, in almost any format. With NeXtract, you have the ability to process data from a wide range of data sources in any way you desire, from simple, single row extraction to complex data manipulation and extraction. NeXtract Professional is a powerful software package that is being used in hundreds of organizations around the world. It is
part of a suite of powerful tools to make your LaserVault reports easier to use. Download NeXtract Professional and build a custom set of data extraction templates to access, analyze, and process your data in new and valuable ways. NeXtract is an easy to use application for creating and editing data extraction templates that extract data from LaserVault reports.NeXtract Professional is a powerful
software package that is being used in hundreds of organizations around the world. It is part of a suite of powerful tools to make your LaserVault reports easier to use. Download NeXtract Professional and build a custom set of data extraction templates to access, analyze, and process your data in new and valuable ways. Manage your Microsoft Access database without resorting

What's New in the?
* New import of Excel and Access spreadsheets (the import feature now uses the NeXtract Access importer which has all the capabilities of the LaserVault Enterprise version.) * Data loss minimization is now implemented for the Easy Query feature and with the use of a ReExport to Excel feature. * User interface enhancements * Improved NeXtract Reports editor * New "Data To Excel" tool for
creating new data extractions KernelMiner is a new and free interactive tool for mining kernel sources (aka Linux sources). With KernelMiner you can download and run kernels, either from the official repositories or your own local mirrors, and find reverse dependencies between packages. KernelMiner is the first tool that allows you to analyze all Linux kernels together, in a single work space. The
KernelMiner tool uses a ranking system to group similar packages together. That is, packages that are reverse dependencies of each other (called downstream dependencies) will be ranked together. You can explore that by clicking on any of the buttons on the tool. Another important feature is the graph that shows reverse dependencies between packages. On top of that, KernelMiner allows you to
filter the dependencies graph by a given rank, and export the list of packages in XML or HTML format, for further analysis. The archive is updated every week. KernelMiner also provides data about dependencies between packages, since the KernelMiner repository of data is updated weekly. To learn more about KernelMiner, visit the KernelMiner web site. KernelMiner is a new and free interactive
tool for mining kernel sources (aka Linux sources). With KernelMiner you can download and run kernels, either from the official repositories or your own local mirrors, and find reverse dependencies between packages. KernelMiner is the first tool that allows you to analyze all Linux kernels together, in a single work space. The KernelMiner tool uses a ranking system to group similar packages
together. That is, packages that are reverse dependencies of each other (called downstream dependencies) will be ranked together. You can explore that by clicking on any of the buttons on the tool. Another important feature is the graph that shows reverse dependencies between packages. On top of that, KernelMiner allows you to filter the dependencies graph by a given rank, and export the list of
packages in XML or HTML format, for further analysis. The archive is updated every week. KernelMiner also provides data about dependencies between packages,
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System Requirements For NeXtract Professional:
You will need a retail copy of Dawn of War II Core or Dawn of War II: Retribution to install the retail client. If you have a retail copy of Dawn of War II Retribution, you can install the retail client from the web download page. You will need a retail copy of Battle Brothers to install the retail client. If you have a retail copy of Battle Brothers, you can install the retail client from the web download
page. You will need a retail copy of Total War: Warhammer II Core to install the retail client
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